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May 14
Objective/Learning Target
 
I can create thumbnail 
sketches for my own American 
Realism inspired artwork. 

 



Masterpiece 
Monday

Take a closer look at a 
Famous Artist and 
their work

Technique 
Tuesday

Practice Skills Known 
and new techniques

What’s Up 
Wednesday

Explore a technique or 
Artist happening 
somewhere in the 
world right now! 

 Thumbnail 
Thursday

Small, loose sketches 
of objects we find or 
design concepts

Finally 
Friday

Figure drawing 
challenges



We began this week 
talking about 
American Realism. 

This art movement 
showed the more 
normal, everyday 
side to life than 
artists had shown 
before.

 

 



Often we saw working people, people eating or just 
caught off guard, people in the streets doing 

everyday tasks… 

It looked as though painters were capturing daily 
scenes with a camera. 

 

 





These next two days you are 
going to create your own 
American Realism 
composition. Today, let’s just 
begin with our usual 
Thumbnail Thursday sketches 
to get started on your ideas. 



What is going on around you 
that you find interesting 
that could tell a story or be 
telling of our times today? 
Maybe it tells a story of a 
hard working parent, a 
sibling looking up to an 
older sibling, a postal 
worker, a cashier working 
hard through our 
pandemic… 



Find a candid moment to sketch. 
Fortunately, these are just quick 
thumbnails, so use our gesture drawing 
techniques to capture the moments as you 
see them today. Maybe Keep your pencil 
and paper out with you all day as you never 
know what may strike you as a moment 
worth remembering. Try to find at least 5 
moments today worth capturing in a quick 
sketch. 
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BE BOLD, BE SAFE, and 
TAKE CARE OF YOU! 

All the best, 
Ms. Perez


